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Integrating Assembly Language Programming into High School STEM Education (Works in Progress)

Abstract

Learning assembly language as an introduction to programming can be beneficial to high school students. From the very beginning, students are taught programming relationships to a processor through the use of registers, memory, and the control unit. Students can build upon these fundamental ideas so that higher level languages are more thoroughly understood. This paper describes a high school STEM education curriculum that provided sophomores hands-on opportunities to learn and understand microcontrollers through assembly language projects. The course assessment evaluated the students’ computer science knowledge, course expectations, learning perspectives, creativity, and future field of study interests. Initial results indicate that students have a greater breadth of knowledge, a stronger positive perception of computer science, and a greater self-efficacy while at least maintaining student interest and creativity. Observations of the students indicate that the investigative nature of programming with microcontrollers is motivating the students to seek further programming courses.

I. Introduction

Although the integration of programmed technology has become more common in everyday products, very few secondary schools offer computer science courses to their students8. Typically, Advanced Placement (AP) Computer Science7 is the only course offered to introduce programming to students despite a high demand in the job market for computer science related degrees5,8,12. Of the millions of students in the United States, only about 25,000 students took the AP Computer Science exam6. To even complicate the problem further, computer science, if offered, is typically presented to students as programming despite the discipline being about managing and processing information2. These factors can distort students’ perception of what computer science is and the opportunities available.

The courses that are offered in schools often emphasize the manipulation of data and do not include interfaces with hardware. Vahid and Givargas identified that most programming in early years is data oriented instead of time-oriented14. From their experiences, they suggested that time-oriented programming be introduced to students at an early age so that students develop dual understandings as they learn higher level languages14. Otherwise students may develop a conceptual model of higher level programming that conflicts with their understanding when they begin to learn about low level programming. Students have been observed having difficulty when learning about C language if their only background is in Java, but students with some assembly background have transitioned much better15.

Many current methods of teaching programming have involved avoiding assembly language because it has a reputation as being difficult for students to understand, but doing so may reduce students understanding of the fundamental operations of the processor4. Instead of discarding the use of the language, alternative methods of teaching may be necessary like breaking projects into smaller pieces4, creating concrete and measureable goals15, and avoiding unnecessarily
complicated operations of assembly\textsuperscript{11}. Overall, a balance is needed between assembly language and higher level languages when a student begins learning to program.

Currently, the relationship between hardware and software is mostly reserved to non-introductory computer or electrical engineering courses at the collegiate level. Due to the commonplace use of microcontrollers in applications\textsuperscript{1} and the task selective nature of choosing the appropriate language, it can be argued that assembly and a higher level languages should be taught\textsuperscript{13}. In addition, some studies have found that understanding programming as it relates to hardware to be less effective when only high level languages are used\textsuperscript{9}. Due to these reasons, a high school assembly language course was designed as the first programming experience for students who are interested in programming.

The class was structured in similar ways to some college courses that also incorporated assembly language as a short course or precursor to using higher-level languages\textsuperscript{10,16}. As with the college courses, students were using a microcontroller from the beginning of the semester and learning the programming process through hands-on modules\textsuperscript{2,12}. Other similarities included using prefabricated microcontroller boards due to time restraints\textsuperscript{1,10,16} and gradually increasing the complexity of the technical content\textsuperscript{9}. In the end, the students may be better prepared with conceptual understandings of computer science. Some research has supported the idea that programming should begin by learning assembly and then moving to higher level language such as C\textsuperscript{1,10}.

This paper is organized into four additional sections. Part II describes the microcontroller, course schedule, and the instructor goals. Part III provides a more detailed summary of the three initially designed labs, explains the effect of the initial labs, and describes two new labs that were implemented. Part IV analyzes the knowledge and perspectives that the students possessed. Lastly, Part V reviews the future of the assembly language course.

II. Course Organization

A. Materials

We have designed and delivered an assembly language programming course to sophomore high school students. During the fall semester of 2013, eight students voluntarily selected to learn to program Microchip Technology’s PIC\textsuperscript{TM} 16F616 microcontroller.

The PICDEM starter kit was selected since it contains the PIC16F616 microcontroller, but several other microcontrollers are included in the kit. The PIC16F616 was selected specifically since it is an 8-bit controller. Although most controllers found in smartphones are 32-bit ARM processors, the less powerful processors have a smaller instructional set, are less costly, and contain only the necessary functions to learn fundamental processor architecture. The PIC16F616 has a limited set of features that include memory, timers, analog-to-digital converter, and pulse width modulators. Besides the microcontroller, the PICDEM development board includes a DC motor, oscillator, speaker, potentiometer, bread board, and other components as seen in Figure 1. The code was developed through the MPLAB Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) programming interface with frequent references to Microchip documentation.

Figure 1: Two PICDEM boards used together for Lab 3

Standard computers with a USB port are capable of running the IDE. For this class, students used MPLAB IDE on MacBook Airs to program. The USB port is used to power and transfer code developed on the computer to the microcontroller. External power sources can also be used.

B. Schedule

Initially, the course was designed to use five 90 minute lectures to cover main topics followed by three labs requiring two to three 90 minute blocks. Lectures included topics regarding parts of a microcontroller, detailed information about the PIC16F616 microcontroller, and usage of assembly language. A separate lecture was usually required at the beginning each lab. The Microchip manuals were used during coding since these guides were appropriate complexity for the students. The school operates on a 90-minute block schedule where the class meets every-other day. Table 1 provides an overview of the topics and schedule that were initially designed. Due to interruptions and adjustments for students’ needs, the schedule was extended (primarily for Lab 3).
C. Teaching Approach

The initial plans for introducing assembly language to high school students was to begin with very simple projects and slowly introduce code for the students to analyze and understand the organization and syntax. As processes and vocabulary became routine, the complexity of tasks increased. The projects were designed to use previous sections of code that the students were familiar using to help develop a strong understanding of what was happening and how the different parts of the code functioned. It was important not to overload the students with too much information or responsibility for self-learning at the beginning. With each lab, students developed troubleshooting skills that could be applied to the next lab, and self-learning could have a greater role. Figure 2 illustrates the course topics and goals.
III. Lab Activities & Lab Review

A. Initial Labs

The first lab introduced students to basic tasks such as using the IDE to enter code. The instructor guided the students through the coding exercise and provided explanations regarding how each line of code was related to the internal architecture of the microcontroller. For example, the students learned that a microcontroller sequentially reads a specific memory location that can contain a section of code before moving to the next memory location that can contain additional code. The first program allowed the students to control a set of LED lights and consisted of two sections called the INIT (initialization) and the MAIN (continually running code). Although the program could be written with only a MAIN section, the program was divided into two sections so that the structure of future labs, which require an INIT section, would be consistent throughout the entire course. The INIT was used to configure six outputs that were connected to resistor-LED combinations. The MAIN for the first lab contained instructions (binary output) to control the LED lights.

The second lab kept the same coding and hardware structure but introduced a new section in the code called the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). This program allowed the students to control the LED pattern by using a timer and variable. In the INIT, the students learned how to configure a (16 bit) internal timer, TIMER1, which generates an interrupt. The ISR coding section was mapped to a specific memory location which was similar to the concepts used in the first lab when the students identified the location of the INIT. The MAIN section remained the same except that students learned how to define a variable called “count” and increment the variable so that a new pattern could be passed through output pins to LEDs. The final stage of
the MAIN was to clear the TIMER1 interrupt. Ultimately, the program operation was being guided by the ISR section. The partition of control between the ISR and the MAIN will assist students should they take an advanced programming course (AP Computer Science A) offered at the same high school. In courses that use an object oriented programming language like Java, programming terms called events and actions are very analogous to the assembly concepts of interrupts.

The third lab required groups of students to work together to create two sets of interacting code. Two development boards were wired so that output pins of one microcontroller were connected to the input pins of the other microcontroller. One group of students called the “write group” developed code that would send an incrementing value and a signal indicating the value has updated to the other microcontroller. The second group called the “read group” developed code that waited for the signal from the other microcontroller and then displayed the value. The value is a 4-bit incrementing count signal that updates based upon the TIMER1 interrupt. The additional signal is often called a “data strobe” or “read/write line” by engineers. The sequence for the write group required the students to retrieve the value of the variable “count”, increment it, store it in memory, write it to output pins and then trigger the fifth pin to change from logic “low” to logic “high” and then back to “low.” The sequence for the read group required the group to connect four of the pins that were data pins and the “data strobe” pin from the “write microcontroller” The data strobe was configured to be an external interrupt in their program.

B. Lab Review

After completing the first three labs, it became apparent that additional lectures and support were needed for the students to advance their learning. Therefore, a simple set of scaffolds was added to the existing curriculum. At the beginning of each new lab, an introductory lesson was provided to introduce new hardware and software concepts and time was given to practice these new concepts. In addition, having the students do a short code analysis of the new concepts was beneficial. Lastly, showing the students how to debug their code proved to be extremely valuable. Debugging guides, trialng pre-tested code, and testing the code in sections helped the students troubleshoot.

A common problem of the labs was managing time so several changes are being made to improve the course pacing. For example, time was lost debugging student work while labs were being tested with two microcontrollers. To correct this problem a simulator will be used to troubleshoot initial problems. Additionally, some technical changes will be implemented after experiencing problems during the labs. One problem occurred when two boards that were connected together created a voltage difference across the boards which caused erratic behavior. A standalone power supply may help reduce this problem or a different method of connecting the boards may be needed. These options will be explored before the next trial of the lab, but additional improvements will ultimately be found as the lab is used each semester.

The lessons learned from the first three labs included placing greater emphasis on introducing a lesson by explaining new material in greater detail and practicing the concept where applicable, analyzing the code and using a debugging guide to troubleshoot problems, and pretesting
hardware and using debugging statements in the code to identify problem areas. Figure 3 shows the general process for coding used in this course.

**Coding Process**

**Introductory Lesson**
- Teach New Hardware
- Teach New Software
- Practice New Concepts

**Code Analysis**
- Explain Small Sets of Instructions
- Debugging Guide

**Assemble Hardware and Test Connectivity**
- Insert "debug" Statements
- Test with premade code

**Future Improvements:**
Students will use built-in simulator to debug

Figure 3: Steps to developing working code on microcontroller

Besides additional scaffolds to help students successfully navigate hardware and software issues, several lecture topics were identified as needing extra attention. Topics including hexadecimal, binary, decimal, numerical conversions, program counters, stacks, digital and analog signals, IDE functionality, test instruments, software and hardware debugging, and simulation were areas that the students needed extra support.

With time remaining in the course and positive feedback from the students, two additional labs were developed. The sequence developed during labs one through three seems effective, as demonstrated by the rapid and efficient execution of labs 4 and 5, which were guided by the sequence in Figure 3. The fourth lab involved passing an analog value to the microcontroller so that it could be converted to a digital value and displayed on an external LED. The fifth lab used three interrupts to initiate different LED lighting patterns. The final labs operated much better than the initial labs. The following section describes specific activities for each new lab.

C. Modified Labs

The fourth lab used an internal Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). Lectures explained analog and digital signals, and how one represented the other. A potentiometer on the breadboard provided the analog input signal and the students configured the ADC in their INIT routine and initiated the ADC conversion in the ISR routine by a timer interrupt. The reading and the writing to the LED lights did not occur until the code initiated in the ADC conversion and issued a completion bit. If the completion bit indicated that the ADC conversion was not complete, the
program returned to the checking instruction. When the conversion bit indicated completion, the program skipped the “return and check” instruction, and instead proceeded to read/write values. An important concept and assembly instruction was introduced – the concept of a logical decision.

The fifth lab used three interrupts, TIMER1, and two external interrupts which was very similar to the strobes used in Lab 3. For this lab, students created a more advanced logic system. When an interrupt occurred, the program needed to determine the source. This involved several sets of the logic instruction used in Lab 4. The timer interrupt caused the variable “count” to be incremented and written to output LEDs. One external interrupt caused the LED pattern to slow down by decreasing the timing rate. The second external interrupt caused the LED pattern to speed up by increasing the timing rate.

IV. Course Assessment

A. Course Assessment

An online post survey was chosen for assessing the impact after the course was completed. The surveys instructed the students to read a series of statements and rate each statement based on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neutral, and 5 = strongly agree). The survey instrument was designed to measure the following concepts:

- course expectations
- knowledge in computer programming
- interest in learning computer science
- perception of computer science
- confidence in learning STEM
- confidence in learning specific tasks related to programming
- attitude towards programming
- creativity and future career choice

Specifically, course expectations were measured by four statements including the course is expected to be challenging, to help students better understand programming, to encourage students to pursue a computer science major and to help them decide if computer science is the right field for them, and to connect students with similar interests. Three statements regarding students’ familiarity with general computer science concepts, basic computer language and application of a computer language measured computer knowledge. Interest was measured by three statements to assess students’ interest in learning computer science in general, in learning a specific language, and in learning computer science as a potential career. Perception of computer science was measured by six statements including computer programming allows people to do more interesting work, to do more imaginative work, to enlarge individuals’ scope, to help solve problems, to make greater contributions, and to acquire relevant information that students need. Confidence in learning STEM was measured by five statements including the belief that the student is able to learn engineering/science concepts well, learn programming well, discuss engineering/science ideas well, carry out a research project well and solve problems in science or engineering topics effectively. Confidence in computer science was measured by 18 statements. Examples of those statements include the belief that a student can learn to use a
variety of programs, write simple programs and explain why a program will or will not run. *Attitude towards computer science* was measured by four statements regarding student interest toward programming as appealing, fascinating, interesting and meaning a lot to the students. *Creativity* was measured by five statements including the belief by students of their ability to think creatively about programming, to try out new ideas on their own, to work extra hours because they are excited about programming and to take risks in programming without being afraid.

B. Survey Results

Overall, the seven students who enrolled in this course were very satisfied (57.1%) or somewhat satisfied (28.6%) with the course and no one reported they were dissatisfied with the course. In addition, 71.1% of the students indicated this course has met their expectation and 71.1% of the students reported that this course was important in their decision to studying engineering or CS in college. 85.8% of the students would recommend this course to their friends. The majority of the students (85.8%) reported that they would definitely or probably major in computer science in college. All of the students indicated that they would major in engineering related fields in college.

The survey results were analyzed by single sample *t*-test to determine whether the observed mean is different from a set value. Results of the *t*-tests showed that students’ evaluation on their computer knowledge was very positive (*mean* = 4.71, standard deviation, *S. D.* = 0.49; *t* = 3.87; *p* = 0.008). In addition, students’ perceptions toward CS were positive (*mean* = 4.67, *S. D.* = 0.57; *t* = 3.10; *p* = 0.02). In terms of confidence in learning specific CS skills, such as learning to use a variety of programs, writing simple programs and explaining why a program will or will not run on a computer, students’ self-evaluation was positive (*mean* = 4.63, *S. D.* = 0.57; *t* = 2.68; *p* = 0.04). Students also expressed a positive attitude toward CS (*mean* = 4.64, *S. D.* = 0.61; *t* = 2.79; *p* = 0.03). Meaning, students considered CS to mean a lot to them and perceived CS as appealing, fascinating, and interesting. However, students’ interest in learning CS did not significantly decrease nor did their creativity level in learning programming. It may be due to the fact that students have already had a strong interest in learning programming before enrolling in the class so it was difficult to see a dramatic change. Since this course was the first programming experience for the majority of students, it might be difficult for students to try out new ideas or suggest new ways of performing research tasks in programming on their own (i.e., measure of *creativity*). This could be one of the reasons that *creativity* in CS did not improve after this course.

V. Conclusion

A. Course Summary

This assembly language course was developed and designed for high school students who were interested in learning programming. At the end of three or more modules, students were able to transition to different or more advanced microcontrollers or to a higher level programming language.
Six of the eight students who participated in this course work wished to continue to learn programming during the next semester. Although the students did not show a change in their interest in learning computer science, the students have a strong interest in the subject matter. Twelve new students have asked to begin learning about microcontrollers. The instructor, with full support from the administration of his high school, has begun defining a more complex embedded control programming course for the 2014-2015 school year.

B. Future Work

Ten of the new students will begin learning assembly language programming and reaping the benefit of the first semester curriculum development and adjustments. It is likely that students will be able to complete the four initial labs quickly (excluding write\read microcontroller lab) plus several others. Additional labs will be developed that may include brushless motor control, temperature measurement and display, and programming with a different microcontroller (extended instructional set or different manufacturer).

The six assembly language students plus two new students will move to a different Microchip Technology development board (PICDEM 2PLUS) and microcontroller (PIC16F1937). These students will code in the C programming language. Although this board has more internal features, the same IDE will be used and many of the PIC16F616 internal features are identical. The primary enhancement of the new board is an LCD which will permit much more complex output displays.

The six first semester students will leverage their existing knowledge of microcontroller internal functions (timers, analog-to-digital converter, instruction set) to perform much more complex labs, notably those that involve mathematics. One of their labs will be to measure voltage and current received from renewable energy projects designed by classmates and to display the power output of those designs. It should also be noted that with slight modification, the same assembly programs used in first semester could be used with the new development board and microcontroller; thus, introducing students to the important programming concept of “portability”.
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